Abstract
(random distribution of sequences among groups) to 1 (complete monophyly), and an 186 ensemble statistic (egsi) is used to integrate across gene trees. Because the gsi is sensitive to 187 disparity in group size, we randomly pruned leaves to a sample size of 10 (the minimum 188 number of sequences available per group). Admixed individuals were also pruned from gene and randomly selected half of the haplotypes from each group for analysis. We followed requirements. Admixed individuals were also pruned from gene trees. We tested a range of 218 priors and parameter values for BUCKy (see Extended Methods). We pruned the original 219 gene trees to 10 OTUs (9 candidate species plus outgroup) and repeated the subsampling and 220 pruning routine 50 times, using BUCKy to calculate the primary concordance trees for each 221 replicate. We measured clade support by calculating the mean (± SD) sample-wide 222 concordance factors for clades across all 50 replicates. We also measured clade support by 223 computing the frequency with which each clade was recovered over all replicates.
224
We constructed a maximum likelihood tree using TreeMix 1.12 (Pickrell and 225 Pritchard, 2012) which uses a covariance matrix based on allele frequencies of SNPs to infer 226 the evolutionary relationships among pre-specified populations. The algorithm then identifies 227 populations more closely related than predicted by the phylogeny and adds a "migration 
dataset, were retrieved per marker, under the condition that they contained <10% missing data 235 at a nucleotide position; these positions were then converted to TreeMix format using a 236 custom Python script. A total of 71 out of 74 markers met our criteria, resulting in a matrix of 237 355 SNPs (dataset 4). TreeMix was invoked with -k 5 to account for linkage disequilibrium 238 for SNPs from the same marker. In consecutive analyses, we added from one to three 239 migration edges to allow for gene flow in the tree. We also ran TreeMix with an alternative 240 dataset using only 1 SNP per marker with the highest MAF. 
Gene flow among OTUs

242
We first summarized the pattern of shared variation in our dataset by counting the numbers of 243 shared haplotypes between OTUs in a custom Python script using dataset 2. We also used this (Table S3 ). The 250 information present in the data was summarized for each pairwise comparison with a set of 9 251 summary statistics (Table S3 and Extended Methods).
252
We tested four simple scenarios of pairwise species divergence and the extent and 
Results
312
The largest dataset 1 contained 128 individuals and 74 loci with an average of 72.1 ± 20.29 313 haplotypes/locus (range 29-117) and 1.9 ± 3.87 % missing data per locus. Markers were of 314 similar length (498.9 ± 6.79 bp) and highly polymorphic with an average of 91.8 ± 34.56 315 segregating sites per marker, one third of these (29.1 ± 9.52) were singleton polymorphisms 316 (Table S4) . Table S5 ). The top ten analyses with highest lnP all contained K = 9 322 groups with identical arrangements of individuals in clusters. Analyses with K > 9 contained 323 at least one cluster that was assigned zero or trivial fractions of the data, indicating that under 324 high K values, the number of meaningful clusters was lower than the assumed K. We thus 325 inferred 9 clusters with high certainty (Fig. 1B , Table S5 ). Five of these clusters correspond to 
335
(2001), we consider that the frequency with which each taxon formed an exclusive cluster 336 over all 60 analyses is a reliable measure of its support (Table S5 ). This ranged from 70% in 
348
We conducted joint inference of species delimitation and phylogeny using BPP 3 with (Fig. S4) .
384
A consensus of the 50 replicate primary concordance trees from BUCKy ( (Fig. 2D and Fig. S6 ). (Fig. 4) , two cases of confirmed old mtDNA introgression (Table   468 3), and several other instances of mtDNA paraphyly (Babik et al., 2005; Nadachowska and The species tree of the L. vulgaris group could not be fully resolved (Fig. 2A) . Relationships (Table 2) 551 and the presence of identical haplotypes amongst all lineage pairs are expected (Fig. 3) .
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Taxonomic implications
573
We note that the application of a rigid taxonomy in which we appropriate scientific names to new data but on inconclusive mtDNA variation, geographic range limits, and morphology.
581
We delimited four distinct southern taxa for which our data strongly suggest species 
849
The last column provides the number of gene trees in which a group reached complete 850 monophyly. 
